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1. Introduction

Architectural design process is composed of a series of goal oriented cognitive activities. Although the final goal is ill-defined initially, the subgoals have to be well-defined throughout the design process [13]. The suitability of the design strategy and the efficiency of the knowledge support system determine the level of creativity and the quality of the design process [26]. Since “designers cannot retain all the information they need to solve complex design problems in their heads, so they must retrieve that information from external sources, including colleagues, documents, drawings, models and databases” [7, p. 173]. In the last 20 years, there had been attempts to develop an ideal knowledge-based computational design support system that assists designers by providing databases, storing design goals and predicting the performances of alternative solutions [10]. However, there are many discussions on the suitability of these support systems to the conceptual design phase [25,38,59]. Commercially available CAD tools were far from being promising for covering the requirements for conceptual design phases since they were more suitable for the detailed design phase in the early years [43]. Nowadays, the conceptual phase as the most vigorous, dynamic, informal, complex and creative phase is the least understood and supported by the CAD systems. “Current CAD tools push designers in precisely the wrong direction, encouraging users to bypass the refinement process of creative and critical thought and go straight to the finished work” [11, p. 592]. Most CAD users are contented with the same tools in the conceptual phase that they use in the detailed design phase. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop an efficient knowledge-based system that supports conceptual activities.

A suitable knowledge support system is also crucial for designing better built environments. In the last decade, the concept of universal design, which means creating products, environments and systems for all ages, abilities and sizes, has become a major design issue with the growth in the elderly population and disabled people [42]. Furthermore, the needs and demands of diverse population members, who are children, adult or disabled, vary considerably. For Mace [34], it includes not just people in wheelchairs, but also people with mobility, speech and hearing impairments, and with all diminished abilities, either temporary or permanent, that can be occurred over a person’s life span, such as retardation, advanced age, or pregnancy. Thus, to overcome the inclusivity challenge in the design process, universal design has been studied extensively in various fields such as interior and product design, design education and many others [39]. However, there are a limited number of CAD studies on the nature of design cognition that supports an effective universal design knowledge acquisition in the conceptual phase. Most of the developed systems provide support for design representation, manipulation and transformation, but none of them explicitly support cognitive needs of architects. The relevant studies should go beyond specification of human dimensions, visualization of ergonomics data or task analysis tools. The importance of architectural design in the technological arena...
shows it has a specific domain for cognitive understanding of all dimensions of the real world. So, this study develops an ontology-based universal design support system for the conceptual phase. Since the ontological approach described as ‘an explicit specification of a conceptualization’ [22] is suitable for determining the specific features of a certain domain, it appears as a promising integration structure for this study. We propose a computer-assisted universal design (CAUD) plug-in tool that supports real world designers in applying a suitable design strategy for developing satisfactory solutions. In this respect, the overall aim of the research is to focus on how universal design knowledge ontologically relates itself to the methodological flow of design process. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study is the initial evidence in architectural design literature that an ontology-based universal design knowledge support tool for the conceptual design phase. The research questions addressed by this study are:

1. How does a designer define a set of requirements, a sequence of design strategies and evaluate alternative solutions in the conceptual phase of the universal design process?
2. How does a designer retrieve and use the information from an ontology-based universal design knowledge domain including experts, design solutions and databases?
3. How does the dynamic nature of a CAD medium provide feedback to the designer in the conceptual design phase?

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we review the literature on cognitive strategies of designers and their CAD usage in the conceptual phase. Section 3 addresses universal design knowledge processing and representation where an ontology-based model put forward with respect to an iterative design process. Section 4 introduces the proposed experimental system – CAUD plug-in tool – with user interfaces. In Section 5, the evaluation of the tool is conducted. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions and mentions future work.

2. Related works

2.1. Cognitive strategies of designers in the design process

Research in cognitive psychology over the last three decades has largely concentrated on designers’ interaction with the design process and their engagement with problem [16]. Although “there is a general lack of knowledge how designers actually design” [11, p. 592], designers should operate an effective strategy to increase the possibility of creating promising concepts as early as possible. Therefore, being consistent with ‘designerly ways of thinking’ [13] is the central issue for the success of a knowledge-based design support system. “Design strategy can be represented as meta-knowledge, which is knowledge concerning how to use some domain knowledge, in the knowledge processing system for the design support” [24, p. 30]. In this study, the domain knowledge is universal design knowledge, which is primarily considered for interior design at the conceptual level, however, the experimental methodology has more general features and can be used similarly in various design applications. The conceptual decisions of designers come from the knowledge processing via the proposed CAUD tool.

A cognitive strategy is the general plan of a sequence of particular actions employed by a designer throughout the design process. However, its employment differs from one designer to the other based on subjective interpretations [16]. So, the design process can be considered as a convergent act that is composed of several divergent steps. The convergence based design strategy is concerned with selecting the most appropriate solution from alternatives while the divergence based one deals with producing a wide range of alternatives [12]. According to Cross [12], convergent thinkers are successful in selecting a feasible solution among alternatives and satisfying requirements of detailed design whereas “divergent thinkers are good at concept design and generation of a wide range of alternatives” (p. 144). In convergent thinking process, the problem is systematically explored in order to generate an optimum solution [29]. On the other hand, the divergent thinking process can be explained as the tendency of designer to suggest a variety of possible solutions until a satisfactory solution is generated [29]. However, the “activities in design do not take place in a predictable order, [and] the information dealt with cannot be foreseen” [57, p. 25]. It is not possible to use solely the convergence or divergence based strategy, particularly for the early stages of a design process. The dynamic nature of concept generation should be supported by an ideal strategy. In this respect, Liu et al. [32] proposed the multiple divergence–convergence based design strategy as an ideal approach for concept generation. Previously, many researchers focused on this strategy without naming it exactly as the multiple divergence–convergence approach. Fricke [20] investigated designers’ tactics to find the most successful method for solution search and noticed that the multiple divergent and convergent activities have led to the most successful designs. Dorst and Cross [16] analyzed Maher et al.’s [37] co-evolution model in terms of the creativity in design process. They concluded that creative design is a matter of divergent and convergent steps together with the iterative process of analysis, synthesis and evaluation rather than first stabilizing the problem and then searching for a satisfactory solution. Since specifying a goal does not determine the way to perform a design task, it is important to carry out a process where many possible solutions can be explored and assessed for each task. As stated by Liukkanen and Perttula [31], idea generation is a phase where repeated analysis/synthesis cycles take place in investigating the problem decomposition. So, carrying out multiple divergent and convergent activities at each level of solution abstraction allows designer to generate a reasonable number of concepts. Especially, this strategy is helpful when designing with the CAD tools, where “the number of concepts can be considerably larger than the number that s/he can manually generate” [32, p. 348]. However, there is a very limited amount of literature available on knowledge-based tools stimulating an ideal strategy [27]. This study differs from the other approaches by seeking an ontology-based automated approach that relates multiple divergent and convergent strategies to the usage of domain knowledge, since the ontology-based information content is correlated more highly with human judgments compared to the other computation methods [51]. In this paper, we investigate how the universal design knowledge can be ontologically rearranged along the CAUD tool that is consistent with ‘designerly way of thinking’ [13].

2.2. CAD usage in the conceptual design phase

While CAD tools are being developed at an increasingly fast speed, the cognitive process in conceptual design is not well understood in the last three decades. Reviewing literature showed that from the beginning of 1990s there are various approaches that have been attempted to solve conceptual problems with computational methods, such as a knowledge-based design decision support tool (KNODES) by Rutherford and Mavor [50]; a software environment to support early phases in building design (SEED) by Flemming [19]; a CAD system for a knowledge-based support for architectural design (KAAD) by Carrara et al. [10]; the innovative conceptual design system by Loughborough University (LU-CID) [59] and an interactive system for 2D and 3D conceptual drawings in architectural design (ArchiDNA) by Kwon et al. [28].

Among these attempts, there is a consensus on the issue that conventional CAD systems do not provide a suitable medium for
conceptual design phase. A CAD system should assist designers from the initial phase of a design process. Furthermore, there should be a systematic management of activities through which alternatives can be explored and functional descriptions are converted into design configurations. Since divergent approaches increase the number of alternatives at each solution level, there is an increase in the total number of solutions at the end of the design process. However, solutions that fail to satisfy the major objectives can be discarded by divergent–convergent steps at each level to continue with manageable number of alternatives. Recently, Kurtoglu et al. [27] developed an automated conceptual design tool for choosing suitable design components. In this automated tool, firstly many feasible concepts are developed by using an online knowledge-base, and then they are automatically evaluated and ranked according to a list of predefined design rules. The basis of this automated approach is to extract design knowledge systematically and integrate it into a computational framework. However, in this study we employ the multiple divergence–convergence based strategy in developing a knowledge-based universal design support tool for the conceptual design phase, the CAUD plug-in tool (Fig. 1). The proposed framework of the plug-in tool is dynamic in nature while based on multiple strategies compared to the static nature of Kurtoglu et al.’s study [27]. Our approach also goes beyond other studies by handling the cognitive needs of designers in knowledge processing and representation, responding to drawing inputs and providing meaningful alternatives, rather than random solutions. As Mahalakshmi and Geetha [36] stated, ontologies should promote human cognition for the performance and accuracy of operation of knowledge-based systems.

3. Universal design knowledge processing and representation

A knowledge-based tool should provide a medium for effective knowledge processing and expressive knowledge representation [41]. Universal design knowledge processing and representation is a difficult task [53]. There is an important number of interacting design elements that should be considered [1]. Although the universal design principles inform designers about usable environments [54], they are not sufficient to generate promising alternatives. It is usually difficult to follow, organize, access and use them [45]. So, the extent of diverse user needs, relevant time and the way of integrating universal design requirements to architectural design process still remain largely unresolved [3,4]. There is no unique parameter that can be optimized. Rather, there are sets of requirements regarding each disability type. Moreover, designer must determine the relative importance and implementation order of each requirement because it is not possible to satisfy all of them equally. Thus, universal design knowledge pro-
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**Fig. 1.** The multiple divergence–convergence based strategy employed for the CAUD plug-in tool.
Although design activity is generally explained under the model of interactions between problem formulation and solution generation. Knowledge as a continuous process of designer’s cognitive interactions. The ontology of this domain includes concepts such as accessible space layouts, comfortable furniture, circulation elements and many others. Ontologies have advantage over conventional data schemas; they are highly flexible and permitting modifications and extensions [15]. This enables the knowledge-based tool to define the semantics of ontological concepts. The ontology for universal design in this case is a formal vocabulary for defining universal design requirements. It offers knowledge retrieval based on access to the proposed features of the CAUD plug-in tool. This helps to overcome the difficulties that arise from working out a collection of various user data and constraints within the network of solutions.

In terms of knowledge representation, the development of ontology supports representation and customization of multiple knowledge types. It provides a means for representing universal design knowledge as a continuous process of designer’s cognitive interactions between problem formulation and solution generation. Although design activity is generally explained under the model of analysis–synthesis–evaluation in the literature [9], this study defines universal design representation as an iterative process composed of the three main operations: (1) Defining a set of objectives (analysis), (2) generating alternative design solutions in relation to objectives (synthesis), (3) evaluating these alternatives (evaluation). However, these operations are not executed sequentially. They are thoroughly intertwined. The sequence is dependent on the cognitive operations of designer that oscillates between their cognitive abilities of the designer and analysis–synthesis–evaluation iterative process [13]. An ontology-based representation leads to capture and reuse universal design knowledge during this iterative process. It has the following benefits; (i) greater access to knowledge, (ii) more efficient problem handling, (iii) more promising integration structure between each operation and (iv) reduced time for knowledge indexing and searching. So, like O3R (Ontology-based Rules Retrieval and Rummaging) proposed by Becker and Vanzin [6], this ontology-based system is user-centric and provides an explicit representation and manipulation of domain knowledge, but in addition this study encompasses the cognitive abilities of designers. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed ontology-based knowledge processing and representation model. The following sections define briefly the requirements of each operation with respect to ontology.

3.1. Analysis

Analysis operation as the initial part of the conceptual design process requires defining a list of objectives as design specifications. Ozkaya and Akin [44] described design specification and development as being parallel activities since design act is a cyclic process, where alternatives are checked against the initial set of objectives, and the set of objectives are redefined for the subsequent steps. Examining the literature on universal design problem-solving emphasized also the importance of analysis operation [13]. As the designer conducts an analysis operation, the user ontologies can be built up by specifying the design objectives that set the limits to the solution space, and indicate the preferred solutions. Since the initial definition of each objective can critically affect the solution in later phases, backtracking of definitions can be achieved by ontological semantics. Ontologies attempt to precisely define each objective (e.g. what space dimensions are, how the space is furnished), and express it through relations. Thus, an ontology-based approach provides formal definitions for problem descriptions and can make automated inferences about relationships among objectives (e.g. how furniture is related to space dimensions).

3.2. Synthesis

Synthesis operation is generating solution alternative solutions with respect to the specified requirements. Roozenburg and Eekels [49] defined synthesis as the moment of externalization and description of an idea either in the form of a sketch, drawing or model. During synthesis “divergent and convergent activities alternate constantly, because there is never just one solution” [49, p. 176]. Therefore, it requires a successful linking mechanism between each requirement and alternative. Ontologies can support synthesis operation by establishing shared links between concepts, attributes and solutions. Another aspect for synthesis operation is the importance of critics. In this respect, a wiki could be built around ontology that allows users to share ideas in a collaborative content criticize alternative solutions and discuss them through an Internet environment.

3.3. Evaluation

Evaluation is assessing and comparing the expected performances of an emerging solution with the specified objectives [9]. “The final product is an appropriate combination of carefully selected sub-solutions” [7, p. 173]. However, evaluation and selection of the most satisfactory solution from a wide range of

![Fig. 2. The proposed ontology-based knowledge processing and representation model.](image-url)
solution alternatives is often subjective. “Designers in practice would find it difficult to complete the evaluation job because of the very large number of designs to be evaluated” [32, p. 247]. Although, previous studies developed many universal design assessment methods, such as weighted objectives (five-point rating scale for universal design performance measures [55,56]), factor scale scores (Post-Occupancy-Evaluation (POE) and Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) [46]), or checklists (universal design audit checklist [30]), they are provided in a non-CAD medium and are insufficient for conceptual design phase. By using ontology language, universal design concepts, their relationships and levels of priority could be defined in terms of objective assessments rather than subjective and experience-based. It can provide automated inferences about relationships among concepts. Since ontologies enable to decompose objects into smaller and interacting attributes, they can provide detailed assessments and comparisons of universal design alternatives in terms of different parameters such as dimension, material, texture and light.

4. An experimental system: the computer-assisted universal design (CAUD) plug-in tool

An experimental system based on ontology is developed to overcome all the above-explained deficiencies of universal design knowledge processing and representation during analysis, synthesis and evaluation operations. The proposed CAUD plug-in tool has user interfaces that facilitate creation, modification and display of the relevant knowledge. SketchUp 8, three-dimensional conceptual design software program (www.sketchup.com), is used as a CAD package for the study because of the flexibility and suitability to creative thinking of conceptual design activities. It also provides a web-based collaboration environment with a database library named Google 3D Warehouse. The CAUD plug-in tool is activated by choosing the relevant item from the ‘Plug-ins’ menu. Its’ user interface is composed of message boxes, dialog boxes and web dialogs. Fig. 3 illustrates the flowchart of the six components of the CAUD plug-in tool and data flows among them throughout analysis/synthesis/evaluation operations. The capabilities of these components add new knowledge processing and representation facilities to SketchUp that address cognitive challenges of the universal design process. They are acting as a key mechanism that supports the digital information flow from analysis to synthesis and from synthesis to evaluation operation. Using ontologies also facilitates effective and efficient knowledge input and retrieval.

In the analysis operation, the plug-in tool increases the effectiveness in diagnosing and formulating a problem, completing a to-do checklist and communicating with final design. In the synthesis operation, the tool supports generation of universal design to-do list interface for maneuvering diameter parameters and illumination alternatives by assessing how well the generated solution alternative satisfies the dimensional standards and universal design principles. In the study, the current implementation of these capabilities of the plug-in tool is only limited to interior design applications. The following five sections explain each capability in detail and illustrate their interfaces for a universal kitchen case study.

4.1. Universal design to-do list

Universal design to-do list provides a list of the specified universal design requirements and helps to organize/store/present each requirement in an appropriate format. It includes a checkbox that acts as a control mechanism to keep track of the status of each requirement task. It works as a passive reminder for designers to complete unfinished requirement tasks or add new tasks emerging from solution alternatives. As design solution nears completion, a to-do list check can be performed based on the set of defined objectives to point out the possible flaws in requirement specification. In this respect, design process and representation of requirements are carried out as parallel activities within the CAUD environment. Briefly, a to-do list item contains a list of objective descriptions with assigned status, date and the add/delete buttons. Fig. 4 illustrates an exemplary universal design to-do list interface.

4.2. Feedback from critiques

Critique feedback assists designers through dimensional standards and design guidelines. It supplies the relevant universal design knowledge on dimensional standards via dialog boxes and design guidelines via message boxes. Dimensional standards provide the mandatory minimum technical specifications for a particular design element. Design guidelines deliver designers knowledge support as recommendations. They minimize effort and time to access relevant universal design knowledge processing and representation by storing the data within the drawing environment. Experiences on critiquing systems showed that active critics are not a perfect solution and can disrupt the designers’ concentration [18]. In this respect, both the dialog and message boxes within the CAUD plug-in tool can be activated by selecting the relevant item from the Plug-ins menu of SketchUp. This study uses the knowledge domain of the International Best Practices in Universal Design [8], in which the Canadian accessibility codes for built environment are examined in relation to other international codes and the best practices are determined. Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary dimensional standards interface for maneuvering diameter parameters and illumination design guidelines.

4.3. Catalog of previous universal design solutions

The catalog of previous universal solutions provides information to designers about case studies on universal design via a web dialog. The web dialog that interacts with web via a local html file opens a browser window and offers a mechanism to access both textual and graphical data. For the universal design domain, a case consists of relevant knowledge from the best universal design solutions regarding a person’s disability need together with specific design solutions. Moreover, textual data is built in the form
of wikipages containing the special wiki markup. Each case is identified by a unique keyword, which is linked to an associated dimensional standard or design guideline interface. By this capability, designer is informed about architectural drawings, photographs, dimensional and/or textual information by choosing the appropriate keyword on the interface (Fig. 6a). Moreover, some of the recent case studies on universal design are available in the html format, and there are also some web site links that can be activated from this interface. Specific semantic annotations relate these text parts to the relevant web pages. Fig. 6b shows a screenshot of a dialog box, which is opened by clicking the wiki markup of 'work aisle' and represents necessary textual data of an efficient work
triangle from dimensional standards knowledge base of CAUD plug-in tool. So, the ontology here works as a semantic index of information that enables universal design knowledge connected across different capabilities of the plug-in tool. So, some parts of the catalog interface are related concepts of the knowledge base and thus, semantic annotations link these text parts to each other and to external websites.

4.4. Feedback from critics

Interactions with other designers in the design community guide the evolution of concept generation [48]. However “almost all design software still works largely for individuals. Critics given by other universal design experts have an important role in universal design process [47]. In this respect, the critic list interface is

Fig. 4. An exemplary universal design to-do list interface for a universal kitchen case.

Fig. 5. An exemplary critique feedback dimensional standard interface (a) and the design guideline interface (b).
developed by adopting the World Wide Web as a collaboration platform. The Google 3D Warehouse, the web-based library, has become the main platform for electronic data sharing. The real world designers can upload or download universal design solution
alternatives to the Warehouse. The proposed ontology combines expert knowledge with the representation of how a universal problem would be ideally solved and enriched by means of semantic annotations of critics. Hence, this interface helps in building social network and exchanging information among designers in real time. Designer can upload the project to 3D Warehouse with the critic list; consequently it is then available for other designers to comment on. As the other designer completes the comments on the project and loads it to the Warehouse, an email alert informs the collaborative network members. A critic list item includes the date of the given critique, nick/name of the designer, description of the critique and the add/delete buttons (Fig. 7a). The description of the critique is a structured entity that organizes the information in the domain. The basic role of the ontologies in this case is to allow designers entering their comments in the form of html text with mark-up tags. Fig. 7b shows a screenshot of a webpage, which is opened by clicking the wiki markup of ‘countertops’ and represents exemplary images from countertop knowledge base of Google Warehouse (www.sketchup.com). Compared to the raw text documents, this capability of the tool provides support for the collaborative creation of knowledge and representation of data in a systematic and user friendly way. Moreover, the semantic data is enriched and extended with graphical and textual knowledge processing and representation.

4.5. Universal design evaluation

Universal design evaluation capability of the CAUD plug-in tool consists of the dimensional standards and the universal design checklist interfaces. The ontology here works as an evaluator. It
ensures that decisions and knowledge processing employed in the analysis and synthesis are the right ones. The dimensional standard checking interface, which is accessed by using mouse right-click, supports designers’ on-demand check. It also allows them to work at a considerably faster pace in designing environment. The design feature is checked for the corresponding universal design parameter values that were defined for this feature. The ontology-based approach offers a terminology for identifying the existing data source for the required parameter value and evaluating it against the design feature. This interface allows the evaluation of design solutions while designers are engaged in the design process, and not after. Universal design checklist interface is adapted from the universal design performance measures of products developed by Story et al. [55,56]. This interface supports designer to identify the potential areas of the current design solution that need improvement. It determines how well the universal design features satisfy the universal design principles. Ontologies enable precisely decomposing each principle into its guidelines. Each universal design principle becomes a class in the ontology that contains associated guidelines as subclasses. Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary universal design checklist interface. Each alternative solution is evaluated against the seven principles of universal design by using the five point rating scale from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. In this way, the alternative solutions can be ranked for each universal design principle and for the total score.

5. Assessing the user acceptance of the CAUD plug-in tool

Users’ acceptance of a computer-based information system is the crucial factor in determining the success or failure of a system and improving its utility [33]. Thus, to understand the usefulness, clarity, efficiency, support and satisfaction of the CAUD plug-in tool, the user acceptance study is conducted with 15 respondents (nine architects and six interior architects), who are professionals and using the SketchUp software in an international architectural design company. The ‘System Acceptance Questionnaire’ (SAQ) developed at HUSAT Research Institute [35] is adapted to assess
the user acceptance of the plug-in tool by using a 7-point Likert scale ranged from 'strongly agree' (7) to 'strongly disagree' (1) (for further details of the SAQ, see [2]). Assessing the user acceptance of the plug-in tool is composed of three consecutive sessions that were conducted face-to-face and individually with respondents. Firstly, each respondent received 20 min of training on how to use the web dialogs and the dialog boxes of the plug-in tool. They watched a demonstration video, which showed the functionalities and capabilities of the tool. In the second session, the plug-in tool was installed into each respondent's own computer to conduct the task scenarios. The goal of the task scenarios is to involve the respondents in a kitchen design through the usage of the tool. After the tasks were completed, the participants were given the SAQ. For each respondent, it took approximately 15–20 min to complete the questionnaire. In addition to the questionnaire data, the respondents were encouraged to speak aloud while designing, especially when they run into trouble or engage in a thinking process. Furthermore, the observational data and comments about general use of the tool were recorded.

In general, the scores showed that the CAUD plug-in tool is acceptable (4 or above) and all the respondents have positive opinions about the tool. It is scored well on the usefulness with an average score 5.51, clarity with an average score 5.88, efficiency with an average score 5.63, support/help with an average score 5.13 and satisfaction with an average score 5.97. For usefulness, all the respondents found the facilities offered by the plug-in tool useful in supporting and enhancing universal design process. For clarity, the scores of all the statements were above 4 so that the tool was seen reasonably clear and understandable. For efficiency, the mean values of the statements were close to each other. The results and observations showed that all the respondents achieved the given tasks quickly within the SketchUp environment. The lowest score was obtained for the support/help because 10 of 15 respondents wanted to see a help tutorial within the tool. Thus, it is desirable to consider the development of a more comprehensive help system in the future, such as providing support to the user by tutoring, prompting the user in the right direction and explanations of what the tool is about and how the tool is to be used. Satisfaction has the highest mean value because 12 of 15 respondents were satisfied with the capabilities of the tool so that in the future it would be interesting to learn and experience more about the tool.

Finally, the respondents also developed suggestions for further improvement of the CAUD plug-in tool. Most of the architects (7 of 9) suggested that the 'Universal design checklist' interface could be made more dynamic and interesting. Having filled out the checklist, they would like to see the ratio information of yes/no questions, through which the tool could report the overall performance of a project in percentages. Then, with the resulting report it would be easier to compare the weaknesses or strengths of the project with other solutions. Much discussion is needed to mention the evaluation issue for checking performance and reliability analysis of the suggested tool. In this respect, as a future work we aim to employ qualitative techniques, such as the common process of running test cases through the proposed tool and comparing the tool's output with known results.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel ontology-based approach for universal design concept generation. Today, universal design knowledge appears in various sources changing from technical documents to design representations [39]. However, CAD applications should provide knowledge representations that can flexibly adapt to the requirements of the projects [5]. Therefore, we developed the CAUD plug-in tool that defines ontologies together with the iterative process of analysis–synthesis–evaluation operations. In Section 1, we proposed three explicit research questions and the answers to these questions are as follows:

1. Our solution to how to deal with design requirements, sequence of strategies and evaluation of alternative designs is achieved by identifying the existing sources of universal design data and integrating them to the requirements of analysis, synthesis and evaluation operations.
2. Ontologies are used to represent universal design database schemas. The ontological language enhances searching, retrieving and using universal design standards, guidelines and use cases within the SketchUp environment.
3. The feedback mechanism of the proposed plug-in tool is achieved through semantic wikis. Semantic wikis with annotations and markup tags could provide strong knowledge representations that do not interrupt designer's creative process. Its web-based and open nature allows the distribution of design process over a group of designers [5].

The CAUD plug-in tool with its above-explained capabilities coincide with the following five functional requirements of an ideal knowledge-based design support system [40]: (1) support and visualize the evolution of design development, (2) set up a creative support environment, (3) capable of knowledge management functions, (4) support a collaborative work and (5) conduct a design process with analysis, synthesis and evaluation operations.

To sum up, the cognitive needs of a designer for problem solving are highly related with the conducted design activities, and the successes of a designer in each of these activities are dependent on the employed design strategies [14]. Moreover, as psychologists acknowledged there are a number of benefits of using computer technologies to simulate cognitive process of problem solving [58]. In this respect, what is unique in our ontology is that both knowledge processing and representation is based on the most suitable design strategy and cognitive needs of designers in the conceptual design phase. Ontologies in the study provide an essential basis for enhancing designers' cognitive approach to successfully capturing, efficiently organizing, effectively representing and easily modeling of the universal design knowledge. Moreover, compared to the conventional approaches, the ontology-based approach helps to reduce the working time, increases confidence in generated solution, and contributes to the exploration of design alternatives in a short period of time. Therefore, the contribution of the CAUD plug-in tool into scientific knowledge is as follows: (1) the universal design knowledge domain is interfaced for the first time with an ontological knowledge-based approach without hindering the creativity of designer; (2) the plug-in tool overcomes the limitations in architectural design practice by providing an efficient management of universal design knowledge processing and representation. Our future work includes elaboration of an advanced CAUD plug-in tool with improved representation and reasoning capabilities. A higher level semantic web layer could be studied that allows more flexible mechanism for collaborative work and an advanced universal design knowledge processing within a wiki system. It would be also possible to extend the ontological language of the plug-in tool for different built environments as suggested by the respondents, who carried out the acceptability studies.
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